**ADMISSION ALERT**

Name of the Course: BS-MS dual degree programme

Duration of the Course: 5 years

Name of the Institute: Indian Institute of Science Education and Research (IISERs),

Address: Indian Institute of Science Education and Research (IISERs), Bhopal, Kolkata, Mohali, Pune, Thiruvananthapuram, Tirupati.

Phone Number: 0471 2593191

Website: [www.iiseradmission.in](http://www.iiseradmission.in)

Entry Level: 10+2

Eligibility Criteria:
A. Passed or appearing in class XII with science stream
B. For eligibility and other details please refer to the website

Admission Procedure: IISER AptitudeTest (For details refer to the website)

Date of Availability of Application Forms: 01.06.2015-(online only). For online application visit [www.iiseradmission.in](http://www.iiseradmission.in)

Last date of submission of Application Form: Online application last date is 27.06.2015 (Pl. Refer [www.iiseradmission.in](http://www.iiseradmission.in))

Cost of the Form: Non refundable Application Fee of-Rs.1500/-; (Rs.750/- for SC/ST/ category)

Important documents to be submitted along with Application Forms: Caste Certificate : Yes.

For details refer to the website [www.iiseradmission.in](http://www.iiseradmission.in)
ADMISSION ALERT

Name of the Course : M.B.B.S.
Duration of the Course : 5 years
Name of the Institute : Jawaharlal Institute of Postgraduate Medical Education & Research (JIPMER)
Address : Jawaharlal Institute of Postgraduate Medical Education & Research Dhanvanti Nagar, P.O. Punucherry - 605 006
Phone Number : 18002660371, 0413 - 2298283
Website : http://www.jipmer.edu.in
Entry Level : 10+2
Eligibility Criteria : a) Age: 17th years on or before 31st Dec. 2015
b) passed or appearing Sr. Secondary Examination with Physics, Chemistry, Biology/Bio-technology with English as subjects (Pl. visit for other details to website)
Admission Procedure : Merit based on Entrance Examination
Date of Availability of Application Forms : Online registration from 02.03.2015
Last date of submission Of Application Form : Online registration closes on 04.05.2015
Cost of the Form : Rs. 1000/- for all applicant general/OBC/NRI/OC and Rs. 800/- for SC/ST/OPH
Important documents to be submitted along with Application Forms : - Caste Certificate: Yes
Domicile Certificate: Yes
Disability Certificate : -Yes
Class Xth & XIIth Certificate: Yes

Note: For other details & Application Form please visit www.jipmer.edu.in